
 

 

 
TagMaster North America and FlashParking Flying High At Aspen Airport 
 
TagMaster NA RFID Identification Solutions & FlashParking Revenue Control Equipment Deployed at Aspen Airport  

 

Tacoma WA, January 2018 – TagMaster North America, Inc the 

leading provider of identification solutions recently installed high 

performing TagMaster NA LR-Series 2.45GHz readers in conjunction 

with FlashParking’s parking access and revenue control equipment 

for Aspen Airport in Colorado.  

Efficient and secure parking controls and access proved to be a 

challenge for the Aspen airport previously. Due to the extreme 

weather conditions present in Aspen, the airport needed a durable 

and reliable system capable of providing consistent performance 

regardless of adverse and inclement weather often present. 

Aspen Airport deployed FlashParking’s Entry/Exit smart stations, cash machines and pay on foot stations in conjunction with 

TagMaster NA’s IP66 rated LR-Series long range RFID system proven for harsh environments.  The new FlashParking touch 

screen kiosks with cloud technology and TagMaster’s premier microwave RFID technology improved the throughput speeds 

and effectively eliminated vehicle congestion and queues.  Streamlining parking controls increases security, and vehicle 

throughput is now improved at a critical traffic point, allowing airport parkers to conveniently gain access without the need 

to stop or roll down a window to present a badge.  By choosing TagMaster NA and FlashParking, Aspen Airport maintains 

reliable oversight while increasing lane availability and maximizing revenue control.   

TagMaster is always looking to see how we can provide and partner with reliable solutions that reflect the integrity and 

design of the products we put forward for airport applications," said Ali Khaksar, President of TagMaster North America, 

Inc. “Partnering with FlashParking ensures a highly successful project.” 

“FlashParking is proud to partner with best-of-breed industry technology providers, like TagMaster,” said Eliseo Diaz, 

FlashParking Co-founder and Chief Revenue Officer. “With our PARCS solution coupled with the TagMaster AVI technology, 

we are confident that Aspen Airport will provide an elevated experience for their guests, while maximizing their operations 

for years to come.”  

 

FlashParking The FlashParking mission is simple: to perfect the parking experience. Whether it’s garage, lot, or valet operations, 

FlashParking provides a simple, innovative approach to managing parking.  Our touch-screen, smart stations, coupled with cloud-run 

software, enable parking operators and asset owners to increase revenue, while giving guests a better parking experience. For support 

and services visit  www.flashparking.com or contact at sales@flashparking.com | P: (800) 213-3706 

 

TagMaster North America, Inc. is the leading provider of Identification Solutions for Automated Vehicle Identification (AVI) and rail 

bound transportation. Collective technologies provide convenient and reliable platforms for applications throughout the Americas. 

TagMaster North America’s breadth of Identification Solutions are able to increase security, decrease environmental impact and add 

value to actualize and simplify vehicle access control for a wide array of projects. For more information on TagMaster products, support 

and services, visit www.TagMasterNA.com or contact us at info@TagMasterNA.com | P: (253) 238-1421 
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